Védique Horoscope :
Raj , Born on 25 February 2008 at Praha Tcheq .
Time 20h 43

Special features of the horoscope :
Yogas :
Raja yoga in 5th : means great ability for sadhana and deity worship , of course these special
abilities and interest will manifest according to the spiritual atmosphere of the family and the
training he receive from the parents . Otherwise good things will manifest for him according
to this yoga but more on the material platform like sports , amusements and romantic life .
This yoga of power gives good luck for him in the area of children , a very good student
ability and teaching capacity .
Previous birth was already spiritual and meritorious , a very good inclination for prayers and
mantras . Comfortable life and great influence on others , income without so much efforts
many friends .

He may have some sisters , like pets and get good general karma for enjoyment .
He may not start good with sentimental business around 15 years old , otherwise this house (
5th ) of sentiments and romance will give good results .
This raja yoga brings good luck for the general destiny of the child .
Sharp intelligence and preeminence of passion in the character . May suffer some misfortunes
in the area of children but still some protection is there and it maybe only deceptions and
worry about kids !
Make good teacher or diplomat in the government service .

Hamsa yoga ( yoga for great enjoyment or special destiny) .
Jupiter or Guru in his own sign and in powerful house :
Very benefic and good caracther . This yoga brings wealth and good education .
May certainly own property and have good fiends :

Parivarthana yoga between Sun and Saturn :
This yoga is not so benefic and will manifest later in life maybe when he will be parent
himself : This is a yoga bringing the test of maya through material attachments and bad habits
, bringing diseases . he may suffer litigation on the same period , travel or live to foreign
country and suffer due to the questionable character of the wife !
If at that time, he his in Krishna consciousness , then the effect of this quite malefic yoga will
manifest only in the mind and not in the acts or it maybe of minor importance !
That is why education and training is important for everyone cause you see rarely a horoscope
with only perfect planets placements and benefic yogas , this is the nature of the material
world .

Still Hamsa yoga which is related to the Guru will act as great protection provided by this
time he is already twice born .

Lord of the 8th in 10th ( Mars )
This yoga may bring some difficulties in the career and some blemish on the reputation . Will
enable the person to accomplish severe and difficult things .
Back complain will manifest .
This is a yoga who will manifest later in adult life .
Lord of the 5th in a 12th
IS also a special difficult feature concerning separation or loss of one of his child .
This yoga gives him great interest in self realization , detachment from the world and liking
for traveling !
Moon being aspected by rahu and saturn and moon in kemadruma yoga
- This yoga can bring intoxicative tendency , loneliness and depression . Sickness
during childhood is possible although he has quite strong general health and
disposition according to the position of lagna and Sun . Be careful by protecting
Raman from spirit and other entities , usually babies are more perceptive than others
with this and himself has this type of configuration in the horoscope . He should not
sleep alone or should have soft bhajans, bhagavatam book open near his bed and
lights going on during his sleep .

The general horoscope is bless by good yogas (auspicious combinations of planets ) , which
brings overall protection in the whole life . The malefic yogas are not so strong , still already
seeing his moon position which gives indications of his childhood and his mind frame
through his life I will recommend for him for the beginning of his life an astral lunar
talisman . ( see with me later for the details if you are interested )

Star of birth :

Swati is a deva or godly star , good start for Raman , the star is translate as the sword or the
priest . It suggest persons who travels ,an cut off material attachments and learn in theology .
Swati is also know as « the self going » which means that he will be independent in deeds and
thoughts . We will see how all this is developing in the horoscope through his life .
The predominating deity is vayu .
Following are some qualities from a person born under this star : righteous , clever in trade ,
sweet speech , modest and compassionate . Courageous , eloquent , with scientific knowledge
and some servants .

Longevity :
Raman should get long life , at least up to 75 years old .

Health :
Variable health with weakness in the heart , articulations ( massage is important specially as a
baby) , teeth . Good physical resistance .
Health should be specially supervise carefully from now on to November 2024 . Means till
16 years old . He can have also trouble from entities or ghosts , means protect him with
required vaisnavas articles .
Ok so Raman is born under rahu period which can mean several things : he needs for sure a
stable environment . This period will be good for him emotionally ( I guess the parents are
mad of him) , but will be also delicate for contracting various deceases . It should not be too
strong cause he has astrologically some good protection as the placement of the Moon or
Jupiter , but still the parents have to be attentive .
General health is good , eyes may have some light troubles also .

Spiritual ans psychological portrait , général destiny :
Lagna is Virgo which means the virgin , a sign which induce the idea of purity , Virgo
generally has soft body and gentle nature .
He will like to be well dressed , this you will see very soon as a small kid and he will be
attractive .
Qualities are ; intelligence , success in business and interested in all form of knowledge .
Like to talk and will be curious about everything .
Will have an impulsive and emotional streak and will involve in art , music , playing of
instruments , drawing sculpting , or works which require attention to details .
Virgo has a tendency to nervousness and restlessness , this can manifest very quick in his
childhood , he will perceive things sharply and will have a deep thinking .
He may lack self confidence , means you have to be careful to protect him specially when he
will have his first step in social life ( school or so) cause he can suffer from this . He will have
religious nature and speculative mind . What he will like is the nature , trees , forest , see ,
birds , all kind of animals etc…
He will suffer also from disturbance in the family , this is the karma of most Virgo lagna ,
means important to protect him inside a Krishna conscious family ( personally I am Virgo
rising karma at extreme ; did not know my parents , escape from foster parents after fight with
father ect …) It will certainly be less for Raman but he should expect something to happen .
He will be influential to others , a good judge and sometime carried away by impulse .
Virgo have generally a long life and peaceful end .
Height maybe medium , long arm and legs , attractive face , dark hair , bright face .
A likable person , sensitive and creative , with clean habits and with innocent or naive nature .
Able to work intently for money but will not like boring routine !
Lagna Lord , Mercury is with Venus which will give him interest in dharma , foreign land

Moon Sign is Libra :
Good thinker , intelligent and fair . Like harmonious circumstances and will try to avoid
confrontation . Accept balance of material and spiritual things , which will be very good for a
devotee . Cause Vaisnavas knows how to do their material duty without being attached to it
and at the same time always being absorbed in Krishna’s thoughts and service !
Sociable , romantic , fond of amusements , will like the company of women, not a sannyasa
position . Will respect brahmanas and holy men , will never covert others property , will be
learned in scriptures and subject to the influence of the opposite sex . Generally tall and thin
with attractive face .
Skill in trade and often rich . The moon placement here signified one who likes eating , who
comes from a large family and who is skillful in the handling of money . Will earn from
public business and inheritance . Pretty face again , learn sciences and get into the company of
artists. Sweet speech but convincing . Love travel , variable health specially in childhood.
Partnership can prove profitable for him but must be cautious not to rely easily to others .
Happy go-lucky streak , with a tendency to put things for another day . Good power of
observation but will need to develop the ability to use reason and logic . Will waste time
socializing and by relying too much on his own thinking . Charming , can be also fickle or
shifty by nature . Will not have mean thoughts about others but dislike to be criticized .
Extravagant , in this sense a little like the father , frank but internally secretive , means can
hide things from his parents or may not be able to express himself correctly on his problems .
Honest in business , susceptible to skin diseases or problem of over indulgence .
Usually reside in the city !!
Although Moon here in Libra is not in the best place in the horoscope , still many good
qualities are given to Raj . ( just a name to go on ) .
He may be although depressive and feel alone but it should be short period of time . Bhakti
and specially puja of Krishna will be very helpful to him for making up his mind in life . He
could be easily be given deities to play with like Prabhupada is telling from fortunate child .
He should be also kept carefully in his youth from bad company and low born people who
may Influence badly on the mind . In other words he may not be able to resist to intoxication
or other things like if he is in this environment !!

Sun is in Aquarius :
Some struggle , some difficulties to face to grow up in life , Aquarius is the women carrying
the water pot , not always an easy position in life or society .
Will be certainly helpful to humanity in general . Sun is not in his best place here ; some
period of poverty and subordination to people they maybe superior to . Health problem : back
, heart , eyes . The father may not feel comfortable in his position .
He can have self esteem and some selfishness , but the position of the sun here teach the
lessons how to get rid of these .
Great interested in mystical knowledge .
Position of the Sun here can bring some difficulties in matter of children and loss of paternal
property . Fluctuations in wealth . Literally talents , like new ideas and desire to reform

society for uplifting the masses . Patient reliable and hard working , likeable , liberal and
broad minded , studious , faithful , harmless and a bit eccentric .
Sun is with rahu :
Some troubles with career , the father may have some kind of troubles or maybe of unstable
character .
Raj’s character is quite strong , some good vitality and health . Get unto conflict but emerge
successful . Independent in temperament but is also good servant . Frequently travel overseas
and is interested in foreign custom . , can do well in medical , legal or political fields . Meet
with VIP or become well-known !
He will also live for some time in foreign land , will be handsome and like competition . Will
suffer litigation and spend charitably . Will suffer due to the questionable character of the
mate .
HE maybe also little proud of himself .
Is getting great help from god .

Education
influences of friends may be two sides , very good or bad influences ( around 15 years) ,
means some check up will be needed on this part .
Teachers : maybe able to meet good teacher or Guru , first guru is generally the father in
vaisnava tradition . Will have the opportunity to serve great souls .
Watch out at the same time to who you will place your confidence to teach him , he or you
may have some slight deception about teacher , avoid teacher who can’t control their anger .
The teacher maybe diseased or poor but renounced .
General education that he receive from the parents is good and will learn morals habits (
brahmin, I guess) .
Most important feature is that in his education , he is destined to get the company of saintly
persons . If this condition is not given by the parents , then , he will certainly be unhappy . Of
course parents also are saintly persons . Can means also , if he is going to outside karmi
school , then he should always find back when he is coming from school the saintly
atmosphere he is aspiring for .
Education may also be interrupted .
Of course as we saw before , he will be a good student . Depending on the period in life , he
may be very successful to exam or drop them literally !
Look like he will get still some good higher education .

Relations with the parents and possible brothers and sisters, friends .
Sun in Aquarius may bring some difficulties with father around 13 years old , beginning of
adolescence . Still Sun and Mercury are friendly planets , this will not be strong and
permanent conflict . Some artistic performances with the father .

Entente with mother is good , mother is saintly and will be favorably present in his life
environment .
If he has younger brothers and sisters , he will feel some pressure from them although he will
be automatically the eldest and some frictions will be there .

Pretty good results between himself and the parents . Bhakti to
Lord Krishna is ultimately solving all the difficulties in relations .
Some difficulties to the parents or disagreements between them can affect him from around
10 to 16 years old , watch out this period in the family for good equilibrium in home !!
It maybe also too much travel or some change of residence that he has some difficulties to
accept or adapt !
Get some good friendship and may be inclined to feminine association .
Some friends in temples and brahman family .
Position of planet mars may reduce the number of friends !

Specific abilities
Practical talents are with counting or fashioning things with the hands .
Virgo lagna person knows how to execute many things , from music to others arts , organizing
, teaching .
Writing will be important . Courage and physical strength .
Some lack of concentration .
Great intelligence , inventive , dexterous with hands .

Line of work , Dharma and arta
Mars is debilitated in D10 ; profession will suffer at this time or conflict in .
May get property owner .
Saturn in 12th
Competence in the work :
There is great chance that his main profession will be in an intellectual department and in
teaching or counseling .
Talent for research and calculations , writer , counselor , educating others , may speak in
public . Can take also to administrative position and practice astrology .
Business is also possible for him .
Of course , the main occupation could be also spiritual life , means , if he obtain good
guidance from parents and Guru , then he can make a career in a spiritual institution . That is a
very strong tendency in his horoscope although some certain period ( around 29 years old )
can be more difficult for him to maintain a strict spiritual life and some unexpected events at
that time can also affect him .
It maybe that he can have a good start in the institution and later loose his position .
He should be good in mastering or practicing different languages .
Astrology can be part also of his profession !
Public business maybe possible !
Interested in medical and political fields ( can be also in a spiritual institution) .

Can gain from the shipment of goods , from exercising his authority and from religious
connections .
Preaching should be a very important activity for him , he is raised in KC atmosphere , means
he can be great preacher .
Music and entertainment will be also important for him an another door for earning !
Social status :
Social status may be good but the personal riches may fluctuate . Company of artist , having
money coming through his hands .
He can have some irregular social status due to much travels .
In any case , he will meet with very important persons or become even well known himself .
He will have anyway much ambition and will suffer conflicts with superiors !
Much influence on others even to the point of getting students !

Chance in profession or general destiny
General chance for profession and overall chart is good
Career :
Raman may be a pioneer in his work , means initiate new things , he will have also great skills
an can do things with his hands but may not finish his work !
Interested in mechanics , real estate , travel industries .
The career may not be so stable or he may change activities or job .
If he works outside his spiritual competence , it can be also in business , or making money .
His career can balance between entertainment , music , dance and spiritual counseling .

Conclusion for dharma and arta :
Raman has many different possibilities in his karma ( enumerated before ) and he his very
influence by music ( not surprise with such a father , I do not know the mother !! ) spiritual
activities like preaching , teaching counseling , he has different others career possibilities also
.
His line of work may not be so stable like a person who his working from 9 to 5 pm every day
on the same job .
He his able to accomplish difficult and severe things and his instability in work may bring
him to period of poverty or detachment from material world !!

Marital life :
Wife will have the tendency to act with authority with Raman , but he will control her by his
intelligence .

Good family life is predicted , family of birth and his own family .
Questionable character of the spouse .
Marital partner is blessed , means that he will do as his father , marry a devotee girl , she
maybe intelligent , trustworthy and frank and get good children .
He has great chance to get married early , most probably around 24 years old .
HE will be definitely married and has no karma for sannyasa straight !
His first child may have problem but he will definitely get kids !!!

Renunciation , spiritual perfection :
Great potential for self realization already described before through star of birth and
auspicious yogas . Brahmin and vaisnava destiny ………..
Raja yoga of power in the 5th house indicates also some spiritual advancement in previous
life ! great detachment from the material world , an advance soul !
Usually in our kali yuga most of the children are far more advance than us in spiritual path !

Overall destiny ( dashas ) :
Rahu period from now on till 16 years old :
As I said before , specially during the first years , entities or ghost may attack him !
General period should be good for him , residence in foreign countries ! Excess of vata nature
in the body and mind , means Sun and water will be favorable for him . Watch out lungs and
the body getting colds !
Education and schooling may be difficult but the intelligence is sharp and profound !
He maybe a child difficult to control due to excess of energy and powerful ego !
He will be proud , like to work hard and be able to go over all kind of obstacles !
Health should generally be good over his childhood !
Around 5 years old , there should be some important change for him , this is in fact the time
for school but goods decisions should be taken at that time cause it will be for him one a th
major change in his life !
Rahu period can be perceived for him as time for austerity and renunciation ( like brahmacari
life)
Jupiter period from 16 to 32 years old :
This will be the time of rewarding from the previous birth activity and time of expansion for
16 years , it may not be completely satisfactory on all levels cause Jupiter is not a friend of the
lagnesh , mercury but still good results should be expected : brilliant intelligence , higher
education , mariage , the mother maybe at that time over protective . And there maybe for him
some disturbances in his personal feelings and some difficulties to assume responsibilities .
Some Lungs problems .
Any way I let you discover the future with your nice boy and if I can be of some help through
other readings then , you can contact me .

Vedic talismans :
Lunar talisman is good for babies in the form of a pure moon stone that he can wear as a
pendant !
Gaudamndala das

